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Shooter cast season
Get all the best moments from pop culture and entertainment delivered to your inbox. Bob D'Amico Modern Family is about to air its latest episodes this fall. The hit ABC show has been a staple since its inception in 2009, winning dozens of awards over the years. Unfortunately, all good things have to
end, and we have to say goodbye to the Dunphy-Pritchett-Tucker clan. To help you get ready, you may want to take a quick trip down the road to memory with these photos of the original actors from season 1 to today. You won't believe how much the cast has grown, and you might find yourself crying in
old reruns afterwards. We get it, there's nothing more comforting than a few laughs from Gloria, Cam, Phil, and the rest of the crew! 1 of 22 Then: Julie Bowen as Claire Claire Claire is certainly the stricter parent, so she often bumped heads with her children, especially her eldest daughter, in the early
years. 2 of 22 Now: Claire Is a Cool (uh) Mom Now she has found her parenting and professional stride, which has taken a lot of finagling with her father, Jay. 3 of 22 So: Ty Burrell as Phil Dunphy 4 of 22 Now: Phil is as clumsy as Never Much Has Changed with Phil's kind personality, and we wouldn't
have it any other way. 5 of 22 Then: Sarah Hyland as Haley Dunphy Haley was the image of a rebellious teenager back in season 1, often more concerned about her social schedule and boyfriends than school. 6 of 22 Now: Haley is a mom Although she is still the it-girl we know and love, Haley has
grown a lot in 10 years. She even gave birth to a baby of her own! 7 of 22 Then: Ariel Winter as Alex Dunphy Smarty-pants Alex never misses an opportunity to fact-check family members, especially his older sister, Haley. 8 out of 22 Now: Alex is all big and college graduate! She finished at CalTech in
season 10, and we're sure she has something very ambitious in mind for her future. (NASA, perhaps?) 9 of 22 So: Nolan Gould as Luke Dunphy Nolan was just 10 years old when modern family began, and you won't believe what the youngest Dunphy looks like now. 10 of 22 Now: Luke is a major
heartthrob The now 20-year-old has seriously matured. I think it goes without saying that it's pretty crazy to have spent ten, coming on eleven, years on a TV show, he said. It's almost half my life. 11 of 22 Then: Ed O'Neill as Jay Pritchett Everyone's favorite grouchy grandfather makes waves with his
young wife and stepson. But her adult children, Claire and never hesitate to give it control of reality. 12 of 22 Now: Jay is a little less grumpy He still has his crabby moments, but we now know that Jay is secretly a softy. And how about this dog bed case? 13 of 22 Then: Sofia Vergara as Gloria DelgadoPritchett Gloria and Jay may have seemed an unlikely couple at first, but she conquered all her family members in time. 14 out of 22 Now: Gloria is still The older Gloria is a beloved member of the cast, and she and Jay still bickering with us today. 15 of 22 Then: Rico Rodriguez as Manny Delgado How
sweet is little Manny? Gloria's mature son has captured everyone's heart with his wise words. 16 of 22 Now: Manny is as adorable as ever Even as an adult, Manny still knows how to get the audience to say aw when he takes the screen. 17 of 22 Then: Jesse Tyler Ferguson as Mitchell Pritchett Mitchell
and her husband Cam were new fathers when Modern Family started, and they were instantly one of the favorite pairings on the show. 18 of 22 Now: Mitchell wears less bad jerseys that hasn't changed, but mitchell type-A personality has relaxed a bit in the last decade. Focus on a little. 19 of 22 Then:
Eric Stonestreet as Cameron Tucker Cam is the most charismatic character in the cluster, and his amusing personality brightens Mitchell more practical. 20 of 22 Now: Cam is always cam It is still as colorful and over-the-top as ever, and we hope that never goes away. 21 of 22 Then: Aubrey AndersonEmmons as Lily Tucker-Pritchett Little Lily has been the baby of the band for years, but Aubrey did not officially join the cast until season 3. 22 of 22 Now: Lily Is a Little Lady Lily is grumpy, impergneous, and gentle, just like her parents and extended family. Greg Gayne/Netflix The Ranch ends, but we still
have a lot of episodes to enjoy before he's gone for good. The show began in 2016, and the first half of its last race will begin on September 13, according to Deadline. Not only will it include the same Bennett hijinks family that we all know and love, but it will also feature a guest star you will certainly
recognize. According to the latest trailer, Kurtwood Smith will appear in the next season. You'll probably remember Kurtwood from That 70s Show, where he played Red Forman, the father of Ashton Kutcher's friend. If that doesn't ring the bell, you may know Kurtwood from his roles on RoboCop, Deep
Impact, or Star Trek. We're sure there are other surprises in store (fingers crossed for another Molly McCook cameo!) but it seems the cast will stay the same. Here are all the ones we know are back so far. Advertising - Continue reading below Ashton Kutcher as Colt Bennett Colt returned home after a
football career failed to help his father run the family ranch in Colorado. In the latest trailer, it seems that his biggest obstacle is getting Abby to come to terms with him. In real life, Ashton is married to Mila Kunis and they have family more adorable ever, no arguments. Debra Winger: Maggie Bennett
Maggie is Colt's mother and Beau's ex-wife. It's a regular series on The Ranch, but eagle-eyed fans pointed out that it was introse in the trailer. That doesn't necessarily mean she's not in the next season, but it certainly looks suspicious. Debra appeared in terms of and an officer and a gentleman. Sam
Elliott: Beau Bennett Our favorite actor with the hoarse voice is back in the role of Beau. He seems to keep himself pretty busy by giving colt a hard time (with Abby, no less) and becoming tor toy toe with Kathy Baker's character, Joanne. Sam was finally nominated this year for his first Oscar, but he has
been in many award-winning films like Road House and The Big Lebowski. Elisha Cuthbert as Abby Abby and Colt are certainly a cute married couple, but she is about to reach her limit after he has betrayed her trust. It is clear that they are separated in the new clip, but it seems that Colt is not yet ready
to give up. Elisha was in The Girl Next Door, Happy Endings, and 24. This content is created and maintained by a third party, and imported on this page to help users provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about it and content similar to piano.io Advertising - Continue
reading below ABC/Kelsey McNeal After Castle ended, we were wondering when we would have our Nathan Fillion fix again. Fortunately, The Rookie has arrived. Now in its second season, it quickly becomes one of our favorite shows. The reason? It must be the stellar cast. The first episode of the
second season has just aired this fall and we look forward to the next one. For you more tide, we take a deep dive into the cast and give you a little recap on what their characters are up to. Here's what you need to know about the talented cast of The Rookie. Advertising - Continue reading below Nathan
Fillion as John Nolan After going through a divorce and closing his construction business, John moved to California and became one of the oldest recruits in the Los Angeles Police Department. Nathan is known for his starring role on Castle, but has a long list of movies and TV shows to his credit, such as
Firefly, Buffy the Vampire Slayer, and the Beloved Castle. Melissa O'Neil as Lucy Chen Melissa O'Neil stars as Lucy Chen, an officer-in-training who joined the force as an act of rebellion against her psychologist parents. She was romantically involved with John, but the two eventually decided to end their
relationship. Melissa began her career in theatre, but made the transition to television with leading roles in Syfy's Dark Matter and CW's iZombie. Alyssa Diaz as Angela Lopez Angela Lopez is a trained officer who fiercely tries to make detective. Alyssa has starred in many movies and TV shows and even
had an appearance on ABC How to Get With Murder. Titus Makin Jr. as Jackson West Jackson is The intern of Angela Lopez and has been on the show since the premiere. He's the son of Percy West (Michael Beach) who's been a cop for 30 years. You can recognize Titus from guest roles on NCIS:
New Orleans, NCIS, Grey's Anatomy, and Castle. Eric Winter: Tim Bradford Tough Workout Tim frequently tests his intern, Lucy. Tim was married to his wife Isabel, a former narcotics detective, but he broke up in the last season after he couldn't get past his addiction. In real life, Eric's work has run the full
range, from dramas like ABC's Secrets and Lies to comedies like Harold and Kumar. Richard T. Jones as Sergeant Wade Grey Wade is the watch commander for the shift that the show focuses on. A former patrol officer, he was injured during his last week of work and ended up in intensive care. Richard
is no stranger to television and has appeared in shows such as Criminal Minds, American Horror Story, and Hawaii Five-O. Mekia Cox: Nyla Harper Nyla is a newcomer to the compound. She returns to law enforcement as a training officer after a tumultuous four-year stint working undercover. If Mekia
sounds familiar, it's because she also played the role of Princess Tiana in Once Upon a Time Abc and NBC Chicago Med. Sarah Shahi as Jessica Russo Jessica is John's girlfriend and is a former hostage rescue specialist for the FBI, but now works as a private security consultant. Sarah has been
married since 2009 and has three children with her husband, actor Steve Howey. This content is created and maintained by a third party, and imported on this page to help users provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about it and content similar to piano.io piano.io
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